Abstract. Let A-be a compact connected metric space and 2X (C(X)) denote the hyperspace of closed subsets (subcontinua) of X. Let M e C(X). If 2X is connected im kleinen at M, then C(X) is locally arcwise connected at M. A characterization of connectedness im kleinen in C(X) is given. Indecomposability of X is related to an absence of local connectedness in 2X and C(X). An example is given of a continuum X and a subcontinuum M such that C(X) is connected im kleinen at M but not locally connected at M.
A continuum will be a compact connected metric space and X will denote a continuum throughout. Each of 2X and C(X) is endowed with the finite (Vietoris) topology and, since A' is a continuum, each of 2X and C(X) is also a continuum (see [4] ).
In an earlier paper by the author [1] , the properties of local connectedness and connectedness im kleinen were characterized at points in 2X in terms of the neighborhood structure of the corresponding sets in X. In this paper the internal structure of C(X) is investigated with respect to these properties.
For notational purposes, small letters will denote elements of X, capital letters will denote subsets of X and elements of 2X, and script letters will denote subsets of 2X. If A c X, then A* (int A) (bd A) will denote the closure (interior) (boundary) of A in X.
Let x E X. Then X is connected im kleinen at x if for each open set U containing x there is a component of U which contains x in its interior. X is We will now show that N(WX, . . . , Wp, U) n C(X) is arcwise connected.
Let L,, L2 G N(Wx, . . ., Wp, U) n C(X), L, * L2. Since Uf.,^cC, it follows that L, n C ^ 0 and L2 n C ¥= 0. Hence L, u L2 u C G N(Wx, . . . , Wp, U) u C(A'). So there exist order arcs £, and £2 from L\ to Ly u L2 u C and from L2 to L, u L2 u C. It follows that there is an arc in £, u £2 from Lx to L2, and it is clear that £, u £2 C N(WV . . . , Wp,U) n C(X). such that M E N(V,, . . ., Vn) n C(X) c 6. Since L¡ -> M, there exists a positive integer i0 such that i > i0 implies L¡ E N(VV . . ., VA n C(X). Since ß is a connected subset of C(X), U {C G C(X)\C G S} is a connected subset of X, and U{C G C(A")|C G ß) c U. Then U,",/-, C U {C G C(X)\C G 6} c D. So {£,.}* ! is eventually contained in 7). °F or the converse, suppose that C(X) is not connected im kleinen at M. Then there exists an open set °& n C(X) and a sequence {6,}°li of distinct components of (% ,n C(A'))* converging to a limit continuum C which contains M and has no point in common with any of the continua Q¡ (Theorem 12.1 on p. 18 of [5] proper subcontinuum of X with interior. It follows that X is decomposable. The example which follows shows that the converse of Theorem 4 is false. Example 1. In Diagram 1 below, the planar continuum X contains a copy of the Cantor fan with vertex x0. The points x2n (y2") lie on the line segment joining x0 and p(q) and the points x2n+1 (y2n+i) lie on the line segment joining x, andp (y{ and q). The first coordinates of the points xn (yn) form a strictly increasing (strictly decreasing) sequence converging to the first coordinate of p(q). For each n a Cantor set is chosen between xn and xn+2 (yn and yn+2) and a Cantor fan is constructed with vertex xn+i (yn+f).
Diagram 1
X is certainly decomposable, but it follows from Theorem 1 of [1] that there is no proper subcontinuum of X at which 2X is connected im kleinen. Hence by Theorem 4 of [1] , A" is the only point at which 2X is connected im kleinen. Theorem 5. 7/A" is the only point at which C(X) is connected im kleinen, then X is indecomposable.
Proof. If X is decomposable, then X has a proper subcontinuum M with interior, and by Theorem 3, C(A") is connected im kleinen at M.
The next example shows that the converse of Theorem 5 is false. It follows from Corollaries 1 and 4 of [1] and Theorem 1 that if x £ X, then C(X) is connected im kleinen at [x] if and only if C(X) is locally connected at {x}. Theorem 3 shows that the notions of connectedness im kleinen and local connectedness agree at those points M E C(X) for which int M ¥= 0. So it might be conjectured that these notions agree for all points of C(X). Our final example shows that this is not the case.
Example 3. This example is a rather extreme generalization of the example from p. 113 of [2] . We start by embedding the example just cited in the first quadrant of iheyz plane in E3. Let a(i,j) denote the left-hand endpoint of the y'th arc in the z'th harmonic fan and p¡ denote the vertex of the z'th harmonic fan. The purpose of the inductive process which follows is to introduce enough points of nonconnectedness im kleinen to prevent the resulting hyperspace from being locally connected at M.
Next we construct a sequence C(2, l,/1) of "indented" continua so that limit^C(2, l,fl) = C(2, 1) u [Px,P2] and such that (U{C(2, \,jx)\jl G N}) n l^i = {Pi}-Further, if /,' * j\, we require that C(2, 1,/}) n C(2, l,/2) = {pi). Inductively, for each positive integer/ we construct a sequence C(2,/,/') so that limit/i^.00C(2,//') = C(2,f) u [P\,P2\ The sequences are chosen so that (U {C(2,/,/')|/,/' G TV}) n Yx = {/?,} and such that if /, ¥=f2 or j\ +j\, then C(2,/"/}) n C(2,j2,j\) = {/>,} (see Diagram 5) . Let Y2 = y, u (U {C(2,/,/')|/,/' G TV}).
/C(2,l,j)
Diagram 5
We now proceed to define Y¡ inductively. For each positive integer / we construct a sequence C(i,j,jx) such that Finally we let X = UTmiY,. Continuing this process, after z -1 steps we obtain px £ U c^-Hence C(X) is not locally connected at A/.
